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Mossad murdered 530 Iraqi scientists
5/9/2006 1:30:00 PM GMT 

Numerous reports for many months 
have stated that with collaboration from 
American occupation forces, Israel’s 
espionage apparatus, Mossad, 
slaughtered at least 530 Iraqi scientists 
and academic professors. 

Persistent Israeli hit squads against Iraqi 
scientists had been active in Iraq since April 
2003, but the latest chapter was uncovered 
on Tuesday, 14 June 2005 by the Palestine 
Information Center which, citing a report 
compiled by the United States Department of 
State and intended for the American 
President, stated that Israeli and foreign 
agents sent by Mossad, in cooperation with 
United States, to Iraq, killed at least 350 
Iraqi scientists and more than 200 university 
professors and academic personalities .  
   
According to the report, which was referred 
to the U.S. president George W. Bush, 
Mossad agents had been operating in Iraq 
with the aim of liquidating Iraqi nuclear and 
biology scientists, among other scientists, 
and prominent university professors. 

That was after the U.S. failed to persuade 
those scientists to cooperate with or work for 
it. 

"Israeli commandos had been operating on 
Iraqi territory for more than a year, the focus 
of their activities being the assassination of 
Iraqi scientists and intellectuals. The Zionists 
resorted to the large-scale assassination 
campaign after the failure of American efforts 
that started immediately after the American 
occupation of Iraq, aimed at attracting a 
number of Iraqi scientists to cooperate and go to work in the United States,” The Palestine 
Information Center quoted the report as saying.  

"Some Iraqi scientists were forced to work in American research centers; however, the 
majority of them refused to cooperate in certain fields and fled the U.S. to other countries", it 
further stated. 

The Pentagon agreed with the suggestion of Mossad, which believed that the best way to get 
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Assassinations of Iraq academics in Iraq never 
existed prior to April 2003



rid of those scientists was to "physically eliminate them". 

The American security service provided Israel with complete biographies on the Iraqi scientists 
and academics to facilitate killing them, the report said, adding that the Mossad campaign 
targeting Iraqi scientists is still underway.  

  

“Plight of Iraqi Academics” 

  

- Below is a presentation by Dr Ismail Jalili titled “Plight of 
Iraqi Academics”, in which he details Mossad crimes against 
the Iraqi scientists. 
  

The presentation was made during Madrid International 
Conference on the Assassinations of Iraqi Academics on 23-
24 April 2006. 

  

 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



 
  
  
  
  
  

 
  
  
  
  
  
   
  
  

 
  
  



  
  
  

 
  
  
  
  
  
   

 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
  
  
  
  
  
  



 
  
   
  
  
  
  

 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



 
  
  
   
  
  

 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



 
  
  
  
   
  

 
  
  
  
   
  



 
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
  
  
   
  
  
  



 
  
  
  

  

Dr. Jalili notes that: 
  

- Many assassination attempts resulted in the death of other 
family members and escorts which have not been included or 
referred to in this study. 
  

- Multiple assassination attempts are ongoing. 
  

- Repeated threats to life are made to force people to leave 
Iraq. 
  

- Considerable numbers of threats to life go unreported. 
  

- In the last week of April 2006, a mass campaign was 
reported in Mosul of threats to doctors calling on them to 
leave Iraq. 
  

- Assassinations of Iraq academics is a new phenomena in 
Iraq, that never existed prior to April 2003.  
  

- The pattern indicates a sinister campaign and motives. 
 
- The assassinations, kidnaps and threats to life forcing 
academics and doctors to leave Iraq do not follow any 
religious or sectarian pattern. 
  
- The only dominant pattern is that the absolute majority of 
victims are ethnically Arabs. 
  
The presentation affirms the following:  
  
- The defence of Iraqi academics and medical professionals 
should begin by condemning the illegal war and occupation 
that created the situation in Iraq where assassinations are 
endemic and go unpunished. 
  
- Occupying powers and their collaborators are responsible 
for the protection of the lives of Iraqi civilians and imputable 
under international law for the failure to do so. 
  
- The assassination of Iraqi academics and health 
professionals is part of a conscious attempt to prevent Iraq 



from regaining its just independent and sovereign status. 
  
- Defending Iraqi academics and health professionals is not 
separate from the necessity of being in solidarity with the 
Iraqi people and their national anti-occupation movement. 
  
- Iraqis, like all people, have a right to science and education 
and to enjoy the inalienable rights of freedom of thought, 
expression, research and innovation. 
  
- The right of families of assassinated health professionals 
and academics to have the killing of their loved ones 
investigated by an independent and competent body, and 
compensation paid, must be assured in all cases. 
  
Delegates who attended the seminar reaffirmed their 
commitment to work with determination to raise at all levels 
the issue of the criminal destruction of Iraq’s professional 
and intellectual wealth.  
  
In particular, delegations committed to: 
  
- Demand that UNESCO act in defence of Iraq’s intellectuals 
and professionals. 
  
- Demand that the Office of the High Commissioner for 
Human Rights fulfill its duty to protect the lives and human 
rights of Iraqi doctors and academics, and all Iraqi civilians. 
  
- Spread awareness of the issue of the assassination of Iraqi 
academics and doctors with the appreciated commitment of 
Autonomous University. 
  
- Madrid to transmit the key concerns of this campaign to 
Spanish universities, the International Federation of 
Universities and the Association of Arab Universities of the 
Arab League. 
  
- Call upon the world’s media to understand that the killing 
of Iraqi academics and health professionals is a result of the 
occupation, not sectarian civil war. 
  
- Continue working to build an international solidarity 
campaign linking Iraqi academics in exile and in Iraq with 
their peers in universities worldwide. 
  
- Press national and regional parliaments to raise and discuss 
the criminal destruction of Iraq’s intellectual and professional 
class. 
  
- The undersigned affirm that they will continue to cooperate 
in their denunciation of the occupation and its numberless 
crimes and always stand in solidarity with the people of Iraq. 
 

What proof do we have to back these claims?

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) Gheith Chakmakch from U.S.A 

Killing scientist which is a dirty job and only to send irak back to the dark ages 
cannot be done by the regular american army therefore the only option is to use 



other forces and probably israeliens are happy about it and participates actively but 
they must not forget many years ago in another country jewish were crying about 
theyre own existence as it is projected on TV and printed in historical books

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) james from portugal 

the revenge is neigh and it will sweep the zionists away...

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) mustafa from TR 

To all of you with a conscience..Have you heard of this story before..is it true? Can 
anyone offer some independent verification of these claims of murder? Anything 
would help..websites..newspaper articles..anything. I would really appreciate any 
help anybody could give on this story. I would very much like to know more about 
these claims before commenting. Thanks to all of you..May peace and happiness 
find you and bring you contentment. 

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) Marcus from Canada 

this is BS. it was in the american interest to arrest and question Iraqi scietists 
about Saddams WMD programs!

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) paul from uk 

once again, this inciteful news medium throws this totally undounded accusation 
out there, without a shred od evidence. You know, only the naive and dumb can 
beleive anything that is w here. Where is your evidence, lets see it, big guy.

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) Shmoo from Winnipeg 

charts and graphs do not create evidence, even if they are colored! having said 
that, there is no bag limit on arabs because you are all inferiors. i simply take issue 
with the fantastic notion that there could possibly have existed over five hundred 
educated beings in an arab nation. that is completely unbelievable coming from the 
lands of strap on bommers!

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) Bubba from Bama 

if the killing of Iraqi scientists and academic professors are true, why Al didn't 
report. so the Al is belong to Mossad then. it is possible killing of scientists and 
academics take place but you (AL ) have to know you are the part of game. Arabs 
can't save themselves from the Zionists, so Allah will help one day.

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) Abdi from Australia 

I promiss all of u time will deffinatly change,history will repeat. 

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) STAR from MOON 

the zionists are killing all the intelectual people so that when they try to overtake 
the country there will be no one clever that will enable them take over it easily. a 
cowardly way to fight.

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) jund al-islam from england 

Whether this story is true or not (and I'm inclined to believe that it is true), what is 
true is that there is a great EVIL all across the world. This EVIL, I guess, has been 
in existence for a very long time. I hope that ONE DAY SOON IT WILL BE 
DEFEATED. And peace and tranquility will once again rule the earth. Let peace and 
love rule.

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) Victor from USA 



Since 2003 ALL of acadeamia in Iraq has been under both siege and attack from 
the me fanaticals. Acadeamia has been under attack through out the ME world for 
decades but do we need to list the number of shool boumbings burnings hostage 
takings little school girl beheideings teachers murdered ALL by releegeous fanatical 
seaveges because common knowledge and learning is seen as a direct threat to the 
me fanaticals mind control processes. Dont buy that well then at the next roll call 
ask yourselfs if the message you hear is political and propegenderized or a worthy 
relegeous message instead ? Of course that is if you have enough schooling to 
think for yourself ?

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) Travis from USA 

more proof of the american-zionist alliance. how long before war with palestine?

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) Nick from Britiain 

a palestinian media group picked up on this? dont you think that they might have 
some alteria motive for this? also, just by making a few diagrams doesnt prove 
anything. i could make those diagrams in an hour or two with any numbers i 
wanted. and also, may i ask how the mossad could leek that they were involed in 
this since you so dearly assume that the mossad is behind everything in the world? 
if the mossad could so cleaverly cover its tracks over the sunami, iranian 
earthquakes, bird flu ect, dont you think that they could cover their tracks over 
this? so, you say that iraqi academics have been ki11ed and point the finger at the 
israelis, but you dont give one shed of proof that it was the israelis, wat we need is 
some bullet casings matching a shipment to the mossad, or a mossad document. 
and also, if this sort of thing was brought to bushs attention you would presume 
that it is of such importance that it would be "pres eyes only" and that implies that 
pals have a spy in the whouse.

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) David from Australia 

If this is true, I am absolutely appalled, this is barbaric,and condemn the US and 
Israel authorities for allowing this atrocity to be perpetrated, and again if it is true, 
I am absolutely sure that the UK has nothing to do with it. We are an over tolerant 
nation, and the newspapers here print any misdemeanour that they find out about. 
Publish and be dammed is the motto here. 

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) James from UK 

So unfortunate.What goes around comes around.One day the Americans wil pay.If 
they are guilty that is

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) Giga from Black land 

i dont know how to describe israel. they are killing iraqis like animals. why arabs 
are sitting and watching in the region. why why why. 

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) Abdul Salam from Australia 

heil seige!! welcome to the forth riech. this the just the beginning. woe to the 
hapless iraqi people.

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) nimbupani from mumbai 

If only the Arab people understood that their governments use propaganda 
depicting Israel as the root of all evil so that a few wealthy Arab leaders can stay in 
power. 

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) jack from australia 



I do love the way certain people are asking "Is there proof of this?". What a shame 
they weren't so quick asking Bliar and Bush "Is there proof of this?" when they 
claimed Iraq had WMDs. Why are these people so blind to their own stupidity and 
ignorance, let along their biassed thinking.

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) Alan from England 

This is the wildest piece of propanganda I have seen for some time. Where is the 
evidence? Why has this not been taken to the UN? Isn't it strange that it is always 
Israel that is the target? Get real. No one with an ounce of intelligence will fall for 
this.

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) Brother Ray from England 

whether the americans and thier zionist killers like it or note,time will come when 
the muslim world will rise and defend it self against all agressors,that is why we 
should all support the islamic republic of iran in thier quest to master the the 
enrichment technology.

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) buba kn from nigeria 

they have all the world. jewish now are have full power because they are become 
the owner of europe, american company that employing the white and color people. 
they look out of their comunity are mongkey not human.

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) Gunarto from Indonesia 

that's not new ,occupaying forces do that to every country or people they invide ,it 
goes from killing the cientists and clever people to preventing people from getting 
educated ,by destroying schools ,history of colonialism prove that to us ,what I 
dont agree with is that the Mossad did it ,to have a job like that done in any mslm 
country doent need to hire Mossad but just to use the different radical muslms and 
their ist groups ,like in Algeria ,egypt...etc ,islamists terrorists ,like to target all the 
clever and scientists people as they feel that they are their ennemies ,you cant 
have both in same country ,by occupaying Irak the US gave the country to one 
type of people the radicals then the clever ones wll naturally disapear as long as 
they do belive in science and technologie peace to the world 

Standard Comment  (Click to Rate) Max from Canada 

the evil america will still lose inshaallah!!! 

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) ab from ab 

ths is bull and is full of non supported facts. The presentation itself reflects a 
documents that has been constructed just for propaganda purposes. This is just 
another ploy by islamist fundamentalists to point fingers at Israel and justify the 
need for Iran to possess nukes. It is unfortunate that some people seem to have no 
soles and unfortunatly people from the middle east are being smeared to be 
untrustworthy. Not lying, I personally here in south africa as much as we stay and 
brush shoulders with people from that part of the world as they own shops in our 
towns and township and some in our rural areas, but I don't trust them. When I see 
them I see a suicide bomber sent to kill innocent south africans for crimes comitted 
according o them in the bible long before jesus was born. Th statement is a fake 

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) James from south africa 

If all you are going to do is publish conspiracy theories as`fact, then you might as 
well have said, "Aliens Abduct 530 Iraqui Scientists". Anyone can make graphs and 
charts, its nice to see some supporting evidence and raw numbers.

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) SC13NTIFIC from USA 

and i suppose that when suni clerics urge their people to attack the shia and when 



the shia clerics tell their people to retaliate against their suni ms enemies that 
actually all of these ms clerics are simply mossad agents paid to stir up trouble and 
divide iraqis. it does not get much funnier than this. i also find it amusing that this 
report comes via the so-called palestine information center. perhaps this centre 
should stick a bit closer to home and report on the fact that fatah and hamas 
militiamen are shooting each other up in a bid for power in the lawless limbo of 
palestine. but perhaps the pals are not to blame for this either. perhaps the fatah 
and hamas militias are also merely mossad or cia agents paid to make the pals look 
bad. fact is when folks avoid responsibility for their own situation they will never be 
able to change that situation.

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) ROOVEN from CANADA 

I am ashamed by all my western fellow citizens that have commented on this 
appalling news and refused to accept it. Healthy scepticism is an important 
ingredient for an enlighted mind; but biased denial of facts is not! The sources for 
the news is not some palestine with "with hidden motives" but a leak from a report 
for US. States Department. Many U.S. and U.K. citizens don´t seem to have any 
quarrels with big corporate media that quote directly and "exclusively" military 
officials for the occupiying forces - where is the scepticism then? I will agree that 
the validity of such terrible facts can not be fully judged until further investigations, 
but they must be looked into, and not simply dismissed in fear of finding disturbing 
truths.

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) Dingo from England 

First of all if this true it is another Hitler attempt. But Isreal is known to murder 
promenent palestanians in Jordon and in other countries. Now if this is true what is 
going on in iraq, the world muslims must come alive and put a stop. But if all the 
educated iraqis are murdered by isreal Mossad death squard, now let other start 
doing it to the isreal murderers. What the usa wants? to send back iraq to the stone 
age. that should never happen and all educated individuals must return to iraq with 
all their knowledge and help its people once the Mossad and the usa leave iraq for 
good. If this is true I am very angry at Mossad and the usa and the British for such 
a thing to happen . 

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) merlin from usa 

Let desendents of aby sufyan (most iraqi) killed everywhere in the world because 
they are monkeys in muslim world. Who kill them - of course israeli, they will kill 
each other soon. let all thru muslim and all mand kind celebrate it.

Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) soib bin salleh from malaysia 

Its no wonder about the targetted assassinations. The wonder is there are still 
people who just can't see it. Refer to a recent research where young men from U.S. 
didn't even know where Iraq is. How can these people see things beyond Fox's fed 
facade.

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) R Bashir from Australia 

it would be contrary to us policy to eliminate highly educated people like this. they 
would be a valuable part of the new iraqi government. what possible reason would 
there be to eradicate a generation of scientists and university professors? or to 
attempt to make them work for washington? there is no lack of scientists or 
educators here and i have never heard that all of these iraqis fled the us. i also am 
going to check this article out with other sources. it just isn't logical for any 
government to destroy talent such as that described above.

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) twostep from usa 

well i am shocked but not suprised because that is the only reason american forces 
went there to disable iraq. now the question is what will muslims and arabs will do 
about it stand up or follow the americans and its evil partner mossad as usual for 
killing their scientists

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) rayana from A C 



by ki lling thousand odd scientist won't make the iraqi nation bankrupt in 
knowledge for so long. may be it will affect for tweenty or thirty years. knowledge 
and culture gets embedded into gene. So the next generation of iraqis will be more 
intelligent and tougher. iraq will rise again from dust. may be we will see it is in our 
lifetime. 

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) Mentor from India 

Dingo. Don't be ashamed of your "fellow westerners" for not accepting this. They 
are following their education system that trained them to be critical thinkers. There 
is no evidence provided for this accusation. There is no reason to believe it 
unquestionally unless you have already assumed Israeli guilt. I cannot deny that 
this is happening so i don't but neither can I accept it based on this meager 
evidence. A "leak" from a State Dept. source would certainly not go to a Palestinian 
source first when the Washington Post or the NY Times is closer and less 
treasonous.

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) SAB from Canada 

strange the statistics fail to reflect the sects of the victims, what is obvious however 
is the wide academic fields involved, essentially historically when revolutions have 
occurred the educated persons are destroyed by uneducated masses at the 
instigation of relijus or political zealots to ensure that their agendas are not 
confounded by facts, evidence and truths to whosew interest is best served by the 
removal of educated persons , just look at the taliban and their like, if you are 
going to accuse present the facts or is this again another furfy of uneducated 
garbage espoused by iliterates? good to see the standard of reporting is being 
maintained.

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) patch from australia 

The Mossad killed Yasser Arafat, Chairman of PLO, and Rafiq Al-Hariri, Prime 
Minester of Lebanon and most of the arabs, in collaboration with America and 
Israel, accused syria. Wake up!,when the number of murdered Iraqi scientists 
reached 530, you realized it is the Mossad who is doing these crimes!, and do you 
need another civil war in Lebanon to realize later that Israel is behind the killing of 
Rafiq Al-Hariri? 

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) Kamel from Saudi Arabia 

The future will show us if this is true. If it is then remember this: Blood is never 
free of charge. Never has been and never will be. History shows us this. The taking 
of a life is paid one day by the assailants. You might get away with it now, but 
sooner or later YOU will pay. If not YOU, then your descendants. What a legacy you 
leave them. May God have mercy on your souls ( I doubt it)

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) SonOfPalestine from Holland 

it is a shocking news that reflects zionist israelis, americans and europeans evil 
intentions to crush intellectual, political and military resistence to their illegal 
occupation of iraq. it should be an eye opener for the shias masses of iraq that 
their political and religious leaders have been partners in this conspiracy. evil 
zionist israelis mossad is operating in iraq since the invasion and actively 
encourgaging secterian masscres and hatred by bribing and hiring hired butchers 
and also personally invovling in bombing and ritual killings of innocent iraqis. it is a 
zionist dream to claim the land of euphrates and tigris as their biblical right and 
encourage mass immigration of european jews there. israel is building militarty 
bases in iraq with the american to attack iran and to further create confusion, 
chaos and disruption in the region and then the evil manipulator, schemer and 
looters could control whole of the region and impose their political hegemony to 
loot and rob.

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) molek from bangla 

one of my university professors told the class that iraq had the most scentiests in 



ME world before invasion but he said there are 20 of them left. when students ask 
what happen to the rest he replied mossad and cia murder them, i thought that 
was a bold accusation without a proven facts, but now i know he was telling the 
truth. 

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) adam from canada 

When will the Western media here of this? Or will they? It will be interesting to see 
if it misses it all together. 

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) Kempo from Canada 

I can't find anything anywhere to substantiate this, including at the palestine 
information center. maybe i missed it, can somebody direct me to a source? like 
dingo said, some healthy scepticism is an important ingredient for an enlightened 
mind. i don't believe this story, but i would if somebody could show me a source to 
substantiate it. if you notice, all the charts and graphs indicate the number of 
academics that have been murdered, but they do not point to anyone in particular 
as being responsible. the problem is that every disaster is blamed on the mossad. 
those that always cry 'wolf' will not be heeded when the wolf actually attacks.

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) Chef from Sweden 

the statistics presented show that the majority of persons murdered are in fact not 
scientists as such but more associated with education and the provision of medical 
services to the community, now we all know the love of ransoming in this country 
which is a basic CRIMINAL activity, moreover the persons indicated would be the 
better paid hence better target for CRIMINAL LOWLIVES more money available 
from the families, the problem with hostages, kidnapping is that the victim may 
testify upon release hence the likelihood of the kidnappers releasing same is 
remote hence the high fatality. If Dr Jalili is presenting this info for an award as it is 
not up to the standard of a first year statistics students report, the findings are 
dubious and lack supporting evidence, go back an do it again. F fail.

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) patch from australia 

Jusr search for "Madrid International Conference on the Assassinations of Iraqi 
Academics on 23-24 April 2006" and read what the organizers writes. This 
international conference assembled a crowd of 8, yes EIGHT, countries. And 
nowhere is Israel or Mossad mentioned. And the figure is 220. And they realize that 
the academics were the first to receive their high salaries, and thereby targets for 
kidnapping and extorsion. But the MNF are blamed because they did not prevent 
the incidents. And I laughed my but.t off when I saw that the information was 
"intercepted" by the "Palestine Information Center" on its way from the State 
Department to the us President. WHAT A JOKE. Probably the joke of the year.

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) Doom from Doomsday 

The Palestinian Information Center. Now there is a credible source to use to check 
statistics coming out of Iraq. Once again the big bad boogie man, Israel, is put into 
the conspiracy light. How do you people sleep at night knowing the Mossad is 
hiding in your closets? Actually I am thinking the Mossad was behind the failure of 
the levies in New Orleans. Let me see if I can post a bunch of graphs to 
substantiate my theory.

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) Censorinus from the Empire 

Whoever it is whether it is Israel or USA. MURDER IS BAD. LIFE IS SACRED, Weak 
people kill because they cannot find a reasonable option to solve their problems. 
Strong people seek justice and freedom. They are people of the true faith. The 
killing rage must be stopped. 

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) nithael from pl 

I could not find any current info on this on the Palestine Information Center 
webpage. Apparently this report was published in June 2005. Why does Al publish 



this now? Al needs to truly investigate, instead of spreading rumors like everyone 
else. Science and fact finding is the answer to this mess. We need more scientific 
thought, not less. America is making many, many mistakes in Iraq. However, it is 
not in the American interest to kill scientists. Bring some proof, then you will get 
my attention.

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) Paul from USA 

EVRY SCEPTIC ON HERE, IS CRITISING THE PLAESTIONINA INFORMATION 
CENTRE, WELL WHICH SANE PERSON IN THIS WORLD BELIEVS ANYTHING THE 
WHITE HOUSE, STAET DEPARTMENT AND THE PENTAGON SAYS, AFTER THE 
CHARADE THAT IRAQ HAD "WMDS" LOL. I BELIEVE THIS STORY THAN WHAT 
COMES OUT OF THE MOUTHS OF THOSE LIARS IN THE AFORMENETIONED 3 
PLACES ABOVE I MENTIONED.ALSO MY THOUGHTS ON THIS IS, AMERICA AND 
HER ALLIES WANT THE IRAQIS TO BE A THIRD WORLD COUNTRY OF NO 
PROGRESS WHATSOVER ,THEY ONLY CARE ABOUT IRAQS NATURAL WEALTH (OIL 
AND GAS) AND HOW TO STEAL,CONTROL AND MAKE MONEY FROM IT,NO 
PROGRESS HAS BEEN MADE YET IN IRAQ, THEY VOTE A LEADER IN AND THE 
WHITE HOUSE PUT PRESSURE ON THE IRAQIS TO CHANGE IT, IS THIS 
(DEMOCRACY).NO MORE WAR FOR OIL, MAKETRADEFAIR,MAKE POVERTY HISTORY

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) NEOLIBERAL from UK 

What beautiful graphs so it must be true. why not list all the names of the killed 
scientists that way family members can confirm that this happened. What I also 
love is that medical is 17% in one graph and under the same supposition it is 23% 
in a later graph, and even in another graph it totals 22%. And the one that really 
got me laughing the "projected" number expected to be killed in 2006. As if this is 
a company profit projections. Instead of all these lovely graphs that the uneducated 
would take as proof of the story, why not list names so that they can be verified by 
an independent agency of the un, etc. since all these percentages are pointed out 
that means they must have had raw data of scientists names, occupations and 
addresses.

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) Larry from US 

If all the scientists,teachers,poets etc.of a country are killed ,the country will not be 
harmed as severely as bad/puppet leaders can lnflict.Unfortunately entire Arab 
continent is full of such leaders.God bless the Arabs.

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) nasir ali khan from india 

the mossad is every where so stop trying to hide from us. we know every thing 
amd do every thing. and yes, we are out to get you like the buggie man.we control 
the planet so stop crying about it and go with the flow. we are in your heads and 
tell you every thing to say and do. we can not be stopped. we found that the arabs 
are the easiest to control.

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) agent from mossad 

WITH WHAT AS HAPPENED IN IRAQ, THIS GIVES CREEDANCE FOR THE IRAINIANS 
TO EVER READY FOR THE AMERICAN AND HER ALLIES INVASION,THE IRANINANS 
ONLY HAVE TO SEE WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO THERE NEIGHBOUR IRAQ, THE 
PEOPLE ARE SUFFERING UNTOLD ARTROCITIES BY THE COUNTRY CRUMBLING 
UNDER OCCUPATION, LACK OF ELECTRICITY,UNDRINKABLE WATER,LACK OF 
PETROL,HIGH UNEMPLOYMENT AND VIOLENCE ALL OVER AND HUMAN RIGHTS 
ABUSES BY OCCUPATION FORCES IN IRAQ'S PRISONS.DOES ANY COUNTRY WANT 
TO BE INVADED BY THE "BUSH DOCTRINE", IF YOU DO YOU COUNTRY WILL BE 
TAKEN OVER BY HEINOUS METHODS, URANIAM DEPLETED SHELLS ALL 
OVER,TORTURE AND SYSTEMATIC KILLINGS,CIVIL STRIFE, AND LOADS AND 
LOADS OF BIG CORPORATIONS DIVIDING YOUR COUNTRY UP LIKE A CAKE TO 
STEAL AND PLUNDER YOUR COUNTRIES WEALTH, THAT IS THE ( BUSH DOCTRINE) 
IN ALL IT'S GLORY FOR THE WORLD TO SEE. NO MORE WAR FOR OIL. 
MAKETRADEFAIR, MAKE POVERTY HISTORY

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) NEOLIBERAL from UK 

This is pure BS and I have real proof that it is a lie because I got good news about 



Iraqi scientists from Iraq. First there is not one name mentioned of any scientist; all 
the Iraqi scientist killed has no names. In America we give names of all the US 
soldiers kill so people can look it up as proof. No names no proof just made up 
story. Second the Iraqi Virtual Science Library. When completed the IVSL will 
provide 80 percent of Iraq’s scientists and university students with access to an 
online library. The Iraqi scientists reintegrate into the international community and 
empower Iraq with the tools it will need to meet its upcoming rebuilding challenges 
and foster open transparent communication networks needed to fight global 
terrorism. The Iraqi scientists we have worked with are very smart and are eager to 
reenter the international scientific community Dr. Patil a former AAAS Science & 
Technology Policy Fellow. They are grateful for the resources and are enthusiastic 
about working.

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) NW from New Weapons 

It is deplorable that after the rodent-lookalike rice, the fox-lookalike bush, dracula-
lookalike donald rumsfeld, and true to his image the jew;extracting a pound of flesh 
shylock cheney, and with their band of advisers going haywire in the ME,and now it 
is the people of USA who are going haywire.When their dammned army invades 
someone elses land scorns, kills, and goes on a blood thirsty rampage they are 
indifferent and happy.It seems the lot of u elected Bush to complete his agenda of 
complete domination by a jewish state, but do also remember that ur army and ur 
ally are sitting on a tinder box, light someone elses home and yankees ure in the 
neighbourhood u will also burn.All u bushites tell ure warmongers of leaders to 
attack iran if they have any guts, and in turn iran will hit back and nobody will think 
it wrong.I know for sure iran will burn,but along with israel and ur forsaken army in 
that fire, amen,may god end a satan called USA forever, it has indeed become an 
armageddon.

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) seek thruth from india 

The Palestinian Intelligence Center sure sounds like a credible source. I am sure 
that they have a very complicated organization. I could believe that it is partially 
true. Americans do allow many different nationalities, intellectuals and scientists to 
work in research facilities across the US. This has been the case for a long time, 
many Russian scientists have come since the fall of the Soviet Union. But why do 
we need them if we already have the technology that the middle east lacks. If 
anything to keep them busy instead of working to develop weapons for totalitarian 
states across the region. I don't doubt that we targeted scientists before the war, 
all the intelligence agencies across the work believed that Iraq had WMDs. Not 
finding them doesn't mean that they didn't exist. We have them and we haven't 
used them. And someone could invade us, I doubt that they would find any, b/c we 
might destroy them or hide them. Oooh! Imagine a s advocate!!

Very Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) Brandon from USA 

assuming this is true, it is awful and needs to stop. the us must do more to protect 
these people, because they are iraq's future. i agree with all of the affirmations 
made in the presestation. i did notice one curious omission however. it says nothing 
about the mossad. if the iraqi intellectuals did not draw that conclusion, then how 
did the author? i can tell you one thing, espionage is supposed to be done in 
secrecy. if the mossad is behind this they are apparently not a very good covert 
organization. 

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) dizzy from spinning 

to bubba calling Iraq the land of the strap on bommers My guess is you either come 
from the land that kills children and calls it self defense, or maybe your from the 
other part full of s that pays billions of dollars for weapons systems that don't work 
only to have a guy with an AK-47 off one of your soldiers(ie someone from the US 
that couldn't afford college so now he dies in a ditch in a country he probably didn't 
even no existed, since many haven't a clue about the world.) When the US 
economy fails, you better run to your beloved Israel because there will not be 
anyone to continue to put up the despicable little turd of a country. Israel was 
started with terrorist acts (stern gang) and it’s odd how they are so offended when 
the same methods are used in retaliation. Well Israel has nuclear weapons, so 
guess what the response will be from the Arab world that surrounds you?

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) Pete from somewhere 



For a sane person this report doesn't require any proof.this report was long 
overdue.we are well aware of the evil intentions and cruel justification with which 
the president of the most powerful nation lied to wage an unnecessary 
war,destruction and total annihilation.we are aware of their motives and tactics and 
this news to surface oneday.In a country under occupation and total seige we are 
aware what goes on when military has unquestinable power and access.However 
sad part of the story is that the shias in their dream of coming to power,had no 
time to understand the implications of aiding a foreign power who till yesterday was 
helping saddam and killing iraqis from behind the scene. Especially during a war of 
this kind having no justification purely for greed and domination using divide and 
rule policy such cruel acts is no surprise as far as israel is concerned.But my 
understanding is that by the time muslims of this part of the world realise their folly 
every would have destroyed

Excellent Comment  (Click to Rate) akhtar from india 

Petey from nowhere, the US economy is booming buddy. So whats your point 
again? You give yourself too much credit for your obvious slanted agenda to even 
address the one legitimate question he had. What do all those charts mean? 
nothing. The rest of his post is like oyurs , hate drivel. You seem to get a kick out 
of talking about kids dying in ditches so your opinion should be valued as such. If 
the US was the first on the moon does that mean we own it? Dam the US must own 
Mars and on our way to capturing Pluto.

Good Comment  (Click to Rate) Trajan from the Empire 

to NW from new weapons, Thank you for your comments. Thanks for the info about 
the Iraq Virtual Science Library..it sounds like a tremendous learning facility! Your 
thoughts about the names of these "Dead scientists" is so simple it is brilliant..yes I 
would like to find out the names of these people and when and where they were 
"murdered". I really want to find out how accurate this article is..I want to know 
because I don't like my emotions being manipulated...Thanks again NW...I do 
appreciate it..Peace.

Good Comment  (Click to Rate) Marcus from Canada 

I'm suspecting the shia mulla have a hand in all these massacres ..it;s easy to 
undrestand none of them is comdamning the american atrocity and the occupier 
inspite the whole world didn't stop saying that this war id illigal !!!

Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) titant from fr 

these are the moment for my when i wish that hitler was stil alive and doing where 
he was so good at doing... our world should be purified from those murdering, 
zionist jews!

Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) who cares from netherlands 

Seek truth from India you are missing the point and are confused. USA is not Satan 
that is backwards thinking on your part. USA is on gods side and god is giving USA 
so many blessings. Look and all the wonderful Blessings that USA has only good 
has such power to give all the wonderful things to USA. It is god’s work that lets 
sworn enemies like Pakistan and India both be best friends of USA. Guess who’s 
work that lets gave USA the power god wiling to rescue Afghanistan so 10’s of 
thousands Afghanistan refugees that was living in Pakistan can now come home to 
Afghanistan to be free people. The 10’s of thousands Afghanistan refugees in 
Pakistan that run home to Afghanistan was not running to Satan they were run 
home to a place god willing that is safer because USA made it safer. Seek truth you 
think backward because god willing is on USA side.

Good Comment  (Click to Rate) NW from New Weapons 

ddeth is always isreals first alternative. the mossad is full of secrets and lies. there 
is still so much we havent heard yet. they have introduced tare isim to the society 
of our world. they invented conspiracy and prop agannda. the only thing jjgoes 
have contributed to the world is evvill. this article left out the incident in fallujah. 
sevral jjgoesh commandoes including a dozen or so rabbis helped americas pathitic 
military in the assult on fallujah. it seems that jjgoes love to go places where they 



know there not wanted or liked. its no wonder there the cause of war. this media 
has given us more reasons to aad to the list of why isreal should not be allowed to 
exsist. this will be just another incident the un ignores. soon the dded sea will be 
the burial grounds for dded zionst inshalla.

Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) blast from the past 

Shocking and Aweful. Who in the world can talk about the Mossad's activities? 
Certainly not the US media, whether newspapers, TV or radio. I personnally have 
almost never heard or read the word "Mossad" in the US news, to the point where 
it makes one think that the Mossad agents don't work or just don't exist. Their 
criminal activities are always unheard of, whether murders, bombings or sabotage. 
Please visit their website and find out for yourself what their missions and goals 
are. Then if you are honest, you can decide how accurate this article is. The US 
corporate media can talk about the CIA, FBI, KGB ... any organization, but NEVER 
the Mossad, they are too scared of the consequneces of just talking about them. 
The Arabs represent more than 90% of the Semite people and the Jews represent 
less than 10%, yet the word "anti-Semitism" seems to mean anti-Jew only! What 
kind of language or logic is this? That's how unfair and irrational the west is.

Good Comment  (Click to Rate) Rian Touati from USA 

Akhlar sums up the validity of this report nicely by stating that, "For a sane person 
this report doesn't require any proof". After all, it is much easier to be lead by the 
nose then to actually use your brain. If you truly believe this article, then you 
should be shaking in your boots. For an ostracized nation to send infiltrators two 
counties away where they kill 530 scientists undetected is damn impressive. 
However, what's more impressive is that the Palestine Information Center were the 
sleuths that cracked it. 

Good Comment  (Click to Rate) SCA from DC 

Everyone that has any schooling in 'thinking' would know that Zionists want to take 
over the world by using their propaganda machine. Americans are more desparate 
than ever to fill the gap in science and technology created by their 2-digit IQ 
population (they surely have a majority representative leader in bush) not to be 
able to understand basic math and science. Look how Americans become 
technological giant, what happened to those German scientists who were kidnapped 
and forced to work for America. Their first choice is definitely to make those great 
minds work for them, otherwise since they are of no use, kill them. I am not 
surprised to know what Mossad is doing in Iraq. They have absolutely no interest 
keeping those scientists alive. US, on the other hand, would try their best to 
convince those scientists to work for American cause.

Bad Comment  (Click to Rate) AN from USA 

What a bunch of . No evidence, no reputable sources. You know just saying it with 
pretty color graphics doesn't make it true. Where is your journalistic intergrity?

Standard Comment  (Click to Rate) BS from USA 

The true and real reason that Iraqi academic is being killed is because they are 
worth more to the Insurgency and kidnappers. The Insurgency and kidnappers 
knows that if someone is educated that means there family has money. Higher 
education costs a lot of money so only the rich Iraqi people can afford to make 
someone in there family a scientist or professor and only rich Iraqi people can 
afford to pay most ransom dollars when scientist or professor is kidnapped. This 
report got the numbers right but twist it so you think it is USA doing the killing 
when truth is Insurgency and kidnappers has much more incentive to take Scientist 
for ransom money and then kill them than USA. After all Iraqi scientist or professor 
fear being kidnapped so much they are leaving Iraqi and coming to USA. Scientist 
or professor are smart people they are not running away from Iraqi into the arms 
of there killers in USA only dumb people would think such a thing. You are being 
trick by a few color charts.

 (Click to Rate) NW from New Weapons 

Try doing a search, I did and found names, positions, news articles, wikipedia 



entries on murdered Iraqi scientists and academics. Seems to be a problem in the 
world today, nobody actually does research, just regurgitate what they read or see. 
The unfortunate thing is that they believe most of what their favourite news outlet 
puts in front of them, then repeat it as truth. There are many sides to every story 
you see, it takes time to get to an understanding of just who is lying and more 
importantly WHY they are lying. It takes time, thousands of hours in my case, yet 
very few want to listen and this includes top journalists in the UK including Martin 
Bright, Observer, Jon Snow (who incidently used the Iraq Body Count in a 
documentary last night on Channel 4, made last month) Unless you actually know 
and read up on what your political opponents have done, are doing and intend 
doing you are at the mercy of your favourite media and I don't mean just the Main 
Stream Media. 

Good Comment  (Click to Rate) mick from uk 

It could be true.Remember that the Mossad also killed German scientists who were 
working in Egypt, on nuclear research, after the war.They,the jews, actually 
admitted that they assassinated them!

 (Click to Rate) Andy from Belgium 

"Palestine Information Center" is the same group that claimed "thousands" died in 
Jenin slums. As we have discovered from admissions from the PA minister of 
Information it like many pronouncements about the Zionists have been lies. 

 (Click to Rate) Ali Tariq from United States 

<< Send your comment >>
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